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In this Letter we show that a set of old conjectures about symmetries in quantum gravity hold within the
anti–de Sitter/conformal field theory correspondence. These conjectures are that no global symmetries are
possible, that internal gauge symmetries must come with dynamical objects that transform in all irreducible
representations, and that internal gauge groups must be compact. These conjectures are not obviously true
from a bulk perspective, they are nontrivial consequences of the nonperturbative consistency of the
correspondence.More details of andbackground for these arguments are presented in an accompanyingpaper.
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Introduction.—There is an old set of conjectural con-
straints on symmetries in quantum gravity [1–3]:
(i) Quantum gravity does not allow global symmetries.
(ii) Quantum gravity requires that there must be dynamical
objects transforming in all irreducible representations of any
internal gauge symmetry. (iii) Quantum gravity requires that
any internal gauge symmetry group is compact.
None of these conjectures is true as a statement about
classical Lagrangians, e.g., the shift symmetry of a free
massless scalar field coupled to Einstein gravity violates
conjectures (i) and (iii), and the gauge invariance of pure
Maxwell theory coupled to Einstein gravity violates con-
jecture (ii). Any argument for these conjectures therefore
must rely on properties of nonperturbative quantum gravity.
The “classic” arguments for these conjectures are based on
black hole physics, but they have various loopholes. For
example, until now there was no argument for conjecture
(i), which rules out discrete global symmetries such as the
ϕ0 ¼ −ϕ symmetry of λϕ4 theory, and all arguments for
conjecture (ii) require assumptions of some kind about
short-distance physics (see Ref. [4] for more on these
arguments).
The goal of this Letter is to use the power of the
AdS=CFT correspondence, so far our best-understood
theory of quantum gravity, to establish these conjectures,
at least within that correspondence. Along the way we will
clarify what we really mean by global symmetry and gauge
symmetry, notions which are essential to most of theoretical
physics. In this Letter we suppress many details, which are
presented in Ref. [4]. For simplicity we also discuss only
“internal” symmetries, which act trivially on the coordi-
nates of spacetime: the analogous statements for spacetime
symmetries are again discussed in Ref. [4], as are similar
statements for higher-form symmetries.
AdS=CFT review.—We first briefly review some fea-
tures of the AdS=CFT correspondence. The basic claim is
that any theory of quantum gravity in asymptotically
AdSdþ1 spacetime, which means a theory where all allowed
metric configurations approach the AdSdþ1 metric
ds2 ¼ −ð1þ r2Þdt2 þ dr
2
1þ r2 þ r
2dΩ2d−1 ð1Þ
at large r, where dΩ2d−1 is the round metric on Sd−1, is
nonperturbatively equivalent to a conformal field theory
living on the boundary cylinder R × Sd−1 at r ¼∞. The
linchpin of the relationship between the two theories is that
for any bulk field ϕ (suppressing indices), there is a CFT
primary operator O of scaling dimension Δ such that [5–7]
Oðt;ΩÞ ¼ lim
r→∞
rΔϕðr; t;ΩÞ ð2Þ
as an operator equation. For example, the boundary stress
tensor is the limit of the bulk metric, and the boundary
Noether current for a continuous global symmetry is the
limit of a bulk gauge field.
One very important property of the AdS=CFT corre-
spondence is the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula [8–13]. To
state this formula, one first needs some geometric defi-
nitions. Given a spatial subregion R of the boundary CFT, a
codimension-two bulk surface γR is a Hubeny-Rangamani-
Takayanagi (HRT) surface for R if (a) we have ∂γR ¼ ∂R,
(b) the area of γR is extremal under variations of its location
which preserve ∂γR, (c) there exists an achronal codimen-
sion-one bulk surface HR such that ∂HR ¼ γR ∪ R, and
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(d) there is no other surface obeying (a)–(c) whose area is
less than that of γR. Generically there will only be one such
surface, which we thus will refer to as the HRT surface
of R. The entanglement wedge of R is then defined as
WR ≡DðHRÞ, whereD denotes domain of dependence and
HR is any bulk surface satisfying the criteria of point (c).
The (modern version of the) RT formula then says that for
any sufficiently semiclassical state ρ, the von Neumann
entropy of its restriction to the boundary subregion R obeys
SðρRÞ ¼ TrρLR þ SðρWRÞ; ð3Þ
where LR is an operator localized on γR, which at leading
order in G is given by
LR ¼
AðγRÞ
4G
þ    ; ð4Þ
where A represents the area, and SðρWRÞ is the entropy of
bulk fields in WR.
The RT formula has important implications for which
bulk degrees of freedom can be represented using only CFT
operators in R; it was first suspected [14–16] and then
proven [17,18] that in fact Eq. (3) implies that any bulk
operator localized in WR can be represented in the CFT
as an operator in R: this property of AdS=CFT is called
entanglement wedge reconstruction. Readers who wish to
learn more about this can consult, e.g., Ref. [19].
Global symmetry.—As undergraduates we learn that a
global symmetry in quantum mechanics is a set of unitary
(or possibly antiunitary) operators on the physical Hilbert
space which represent the symmetry group and commute
with the Hamiltonian. In quantum field theory, however,
this definition is not satisfactory, for several reasons. One
problem is that some spacetime symmetries, such as
Lorentz boosts, do not commute with the Hamiltonian:
this is no issue for us in this Letter since we discuss only
internal symmetries. More serious is that in quantum field
theory the symmetries that are most important are those
which respect the local structure of the theory: they must
send any operator localized in any spatial region to another
operator localized in the same region. In particular if UðgÞ
are the set of unitary operators representing the symmetry
on Hilbert space and OnðxÞ are a basis for the set of local
operators at x, then we have
U†ðgÞOnðxÞUðgÞ ¼
X
m
DnmðgÞOmðxÞ; ð5Þ
with the matrix D giving an infinite-dimensional repre-
sentation of the symmetry group G [20]. To make sure we
have correctly identified the symmetry group, we require
that this representation is faithful in the sense that for any g
other than the identity,DðgÞ should also not be the identity.
Finally, in quantum field theory global conservation of the
symmetry is not enough: we need it also to be locally
conserved in the sense that charge cannot be “teleported”
from one place to another. We can express this mathemati-
cally as a requirement that the stress tensor is neutral,
U†ðgÞTμνðxÞUðgÞ ¼ TμνðxÞ; ð6Þ
which also implies that the symmetry operatorsUðgÞ can be
freely deformed in correlation functions, at least away from
other operators.
One example of a global symmetry is the ϕ0 ¼ −ϕ
symmetry of λϕ4 theory which we have already mentioned,
and another is B − L symmetry in the standard model of
particle physics. Something which is not a global symmetry
is the U(1) gauge symmetry of quantum electrodynamics,
for which the map D from Eq. (5) is not faithful since there
are no local operators which are charged (operators which
are not gauge invariant are unphysical and do not count).
We will instead interpret this symmetry below as a “long-
range gauge symmetry.”
In quantum field theory we typically expect that con-
tinuous global symmetries give rise to Noether currents Jμa,
where a is a Lie algebra index for the symmetry group.
There is a generalization of this idea to arbitrary global
symmetry groups, which we call splittability. Indeed, we
say that a global symmetry is splittable if, in addition to the
operators UðgÞ we mentioned, for any spatial region R we
have a set of operators Uðg; RÞ which implement the
symmetry on operators localized in R and do nothing on
operators localized in the complement of R (operators of
this type have a history going back to Refs. [21–23]). In the
special case where the symmetry is continuous and
has Noether currents, it is always splittable since we can
simply take
UðeiϵaTa ; RÞ≡ eiϵa
R
R
J0a : ð7Þ
What these operators do at the edge of R depends on short-
distance ambiguities, so we leave this arbitrary. In fact not
all global symmetries in quantum field theory are splittable,
and indeed not all continuous global symmetries have
Noether currents; in Ref. [4] we study this phenomenon in
some detail. For this Letter, however, the upshot is that the
counterexamples are somewhat pathological, and moreover
that in any event they are still “splittable enough” for the
arguments we make here. Therefore, we will here assume
the splittability of all global symmetries without further
comment.
Gauge symmetry.—One of the standard mantras of the
AdS=CFT correspondence is that a global symmetry of
the boundary CFT is dual to a gauge symmetry of the bulk
quantum gravity theory [24]. Upon further reflection,
however, this mantra is somewhat puzzling: how can
something as concrete as a global symmetry be dual to a
mere redundancy of description? The resolution of this
puzzle is that what a boundary global symmetry is really
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dual to in the bulk is something more refined, which we call
a long-range gauge symmetry.
In asymptotically locally AdS spacetimes a long-range
gauge symmetry with gauge group G is defined by
requiring the existence of a set of Wilson lines or loops
and asymptotic symmetry operators which obey the follow-
ing rules [25]. First of all for any representation α of G and
for any closed curve C in spacetime, we have a Wilson loop
operator WαðCÞ obeying Wαð−CÞ ¼ WαðCÞ†. Second for
any representation α of G and any open curve C0 in
spacetime with both end points on the spatial boundary,
we have a Wilson line Wα;ijðC0Þ, with ij representation
indices, obeying Wα;ijð−C0Þ ¼ W†α;ijðC0Þ, with the dagger
defined to exchange the representation indices. Moreover,P
jWα;ijð−C0ÞWα;jkðC0Þ ¼ δik. Wilson lines and Wilson
loops are related by a fusing operation where we bring
together the end points of a Wilson line, take the trace, and
then deform away from the boundary. Third, for any spatial
region R of the asymptotic boundary and any element g
of G, we have a localized asymptotic symmetry operator
Uðg; RÞ, which acts on any Wilson line from x to y, with
both x and y in a boundary Cauchy slice containing R, as
U†ðg;RÞWαUðg;RÞ ¼
8>><
>>:
DαðgÞWαDαðg−1Þ x; y ∈ R
WαDαðg−1Þ x ∈ R;y ∉ R
DαðgÞWα x ∉ R;y ∈ R
Wα x; y ∉ R
;
ð8Þ
where we have suppressed representation indices.
Moreover, Uðg; RÞ commutes with any operator localized
in the interior of the bulk, and also with its boundary limit
provided that it is spacelike-separated from ∂R. In par-
ticular if R is an entire connected component of the spatial
boundary thenUðg; RÞwill commute with the Hamiltonian,
and in this case it is called an asymptotic symmetry. Finally,
we demand that the ground state is invariant under
Uðg; ∂ΣÞ, where ∂Σ denotes the entire spatial boundary,
and, moreover, that the dynamics of the theory allow finite-
energy states which are charged under Uðg; ∂ΣÞ. A con-
crete test for this uses the Euclidean path integral in thermal
AdS space with inverse temperature β, with a Wilson line
wrapping the thermal circle in the center of the space as
well as an asymptotic symmetry operator:
Zαðg; βÞ≡ hWαðS1ÞUðg;Sd−1iβ: ð9Þ
The test is to see whether or not we have
Z
dgχαðgÞZαðg; βÞ > 0 ð10Þ
for every α and large but finite β, where dg is the Haar
measure on G and χαðgÞ≡ TrDαðgÞ is the character of g in
representation α. This object can be interpreted as the
thermal trace in a modified Hilbert space with a classical
background charge in representation α inserted in the center
of the space, and with the integral (or sum if G is discrete)
over g implementing a projection onto states transforming
in the representation α under the asymptotic symmetry, so
Eq. (10) is requiring that such states exist with finite energy.
One example of a theory with a long-range gauge
symmetry is Maxwell electrodynamics, which has a U(1)
long-range gauge symmetry whether or not there are
dynamical charges (dynamical charges are operators which
live at bulk end points of Wilson lines). More interesting is
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in AdS4, which has a
long-range SU(3) gauge symmetry if its dynamical energy
scale ΛQCD is small compared to the inverse radius of
curvature, but which does not have such a symmetry if
ΛQCD is large compared to the inverse radius of curvature
[since then it is confining and fails the test (10)]. Many
more examples are discussed in Ref. [4].
The notion of long-range gauge symmetry gives a new
method for detecting confinement-deconfinement transi-
tions, with Eq. (10) giving the order parameter. This
criterion works even in the presence of dynamical charges
transforming in a faithful representation of the gauge group,
e.g., QCD with fundamental quarks, which makes it
stronger than the usual “area-law” or “center-symmetry
breaking” tests. For example, in the Z2 model of Ref. [26],
the “Higgs-confining” phase is distinguished from the
“free-charge” phase by the presence of a Z2 long-range
gauge symmetry in the latter, see Ref. [4] for more
discussion of this phase diagram.
Global symmetries in holography.—We now use these
definitions to discuss the symmetry structure of AdS=CFT.
We first argue that any global symmetry in the bulk would
lead to a contradiction in the boundary. The argument uses
the entanglement wedge reconstruction reviewed in the
second section, and the idea is to show that the existence of
a bulk global symmetry would be inconsistent with this.
Indeed, say that there were a bulk global symmetry.
In AdS=CFT boundary local operators are limits of bulk
local operators via Eq. (2), so the local action of a bulk
global symmetry implies that its UðgÞ also give the UðgÞ
of a boundary global symmetry. By splittability of this
boundary global symmetry, we may then split up eachUðgÞ
into a product of Uðg; RiÞ which are localized on some
disjoint cover of the boundary spatial slice:
UðgÞ ¼ Uðg; R1ÞUðg; R2Þ   Uðg; RnÞUedge: ð11Þ
Here Uedge is an operator with support only at the
boundaries of the Ri, which fixes up the arbitrariness at
those boundaries. The contradiction arises because we can
choose all the Ri to be small enough that their associated
HRT surfaces γR do not reach far enough in the bulk for the
Uðg; RiÞ to not commute with an operator in the center of
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the bulk which is charged under the global symmetry:
therefore there can be no localized operators charged under
the global symmetry, which is a contradiction (see Fig. 1 for
an illustration of this). This contradiction holds even if the
operator creating the charged object has large but finite
size, such as an operator which creates a black hole of finite
energy, since we can always shrink the Ri to pull their
entanglement wedges as close to the boundary as we
like [27].
It is instructive to see how this contradiction is avoided
for a long-range gauge symmetry in the bulk. In that case,
any operator of net charge needs to be attached to the
asymptotic boundary by a Wilson line. This Wilson line
will always intersect the entanglement wedge of some one
of the Ri, so then Uðg; RiÞ is allowed to detect it. Indeed if
we assume the validity of conjecture (ii) then it is simple
enough to argue that any long-range gauge symmetry in the
bulk necessarily implies the existence of a splittable global
symmetry in the boundary, with theUðg; RÞmatching up as
expected, and with somewhat less precision one can also
argue that the converse holds [4]. We therefore now turn to
establishing conjecture (ii).
Completeness of gauge representations.—Our argument
for conjecture (ii) is modeled on one presented for the
special case G ¼ Uð1Þ in Ref. [30]. To establish conjecture
(ii) in that case, it is enough to show that there is an object
of minimal charge; by scattering that object and its CPT
conjugate we can create black holes of arbitrary charge. In
fact an analogous statement is true for an arbitrary compact
gauge group G: given any finite-dimensional faithful
representation ρ of G, every finite-dimensional irreducible
representation appears in the tensor powers of ρ and its
conjugate [31]. Therefore, we need only show that when
we study the CFT on a spatial Sd−1, the bulk asymptotic
symmetry Uðg;Sd−1Þ acts faithfully on the Hilbert space.
The idea is to consider two copies of this system in the
thermofield double state. As explained in Ref. [32], for
sufficiently small β this state is dual to the maximally
extended AdS-Schwarzschild geometry. We may then
consider a Wilson line WαðCÞ on a curve which threads
the AdS-Schwarzschild wormhole from one asymptotic
boundary to the other, as shown in Fig. 2. From Eq. (8), the
algebra of this Wilson line with the asymptotic symmetry
operators Uðg;Sd−1R Þ on the right boundary is
U†ðg;Sd−1R ÞWαðCÞUðg;Sd−1R Þ ¼ DαðgÞWαðCÞ; ð12Þ
where again we have suppressed representation indices.
Now say that the Uðg;Sd−1R Þ were not faithful: there
would then be a g0 not equal to the identity for
which Uðg0;Sd−1R Þ ¼ 1. Equation (12) then would say that
Dαðg0Þ ¼ 1 for all α. This, however, contradicts the Peter-
Weyl theorem, which among other things implies that for
any group element g other than the identity there will
always be some irreducible representation α for which
DαðgÞ ≠ 1 [33].
Compactness.—In the previous section we assumed that
the bulk gauge group is compact; in other words we
assumed conjecture (iii). In fact this conjecture follows
from a simple condition on CFTs. For simplicity we here
discuss only CFTs with a discrete spectrum of primary
operators that has no accumulation points, see Ref. [4] for a
discussion of the continuous case. Our condition is that the
CFT in question be finitely generated, which means that
there is a finite set of primary operators whose operator
product expansion (OPE) recursively generates all of the
other primary operators. Roughly speaking this condition
captures the idea that there are a finite number of “funda-
mental degrees of freedom,” e.g., in the theory of a free
scalar field in 3þ 1 spacetime dimensions all primary
operators are polynomials of the scalar and its derivatives.
Now say that a finitely generated CFT has a global
symmetry with symmetry group G (in the bulk this will
be a long-range gauge symmetry). By assumption the UðgÞ
must act faithfully on the set of local operators, and since all
of these are generated by our finite set, it must act faithfully
already on a finite set of primaries which contains the
generating set [the UðgÞ cannot mix the generating pri-
maries with those of high dimension since they commute
with the Hamiltonian]. This possibly larger but still finite
set transforms in a finite-dimensional unitary faithful
representation ρ of G, which we can think of as a
homomorphism ρ: G → UðNÞ for some N < ∞ [34].
FIG. 2. A Wilson line threading the AdS-Schwarzschild
wormhole.FIG. 1. A bulk time slice. The center of this slice does not lie
within the shaded entanglement wedges of the boundary regions
Ri, so the Uðg; RiÞ in those regions must commute with any
operator there.
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The idea is then to observe that the closure of ρðGÞ in UðNÞ
is a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group, and therefore
by the closed subgroup theorem [35] is itself a compact Lie
group. Moreover, by continuity all correlation functions
will obey the selection rules of this larger symmetry group:
therefore any noncompact global symmetry is part of a
larger compact one. As a simple example, the theory of two
compact bosons in 1þ 1 dimensions has a Uð1Þ × Uð1Þ
global symmetry rotating the bosons. This has many one-
dimensional noncompact subgroups, each generated by a
linear combination of the two charges coefficients whose
ratio is irrational. This theory is finitely generated, and
indeed any such subgroup is dense in Uð1Þ × Uð1Þ, which
is its closure in U(2) and is of course compact.
Conclusion.—One important issue which these argu-
ments do not touch is approximate global symmetries: our
argument for conjecture (i) required assuming an exact
global symmetry in the bulk. In string theory there are
many examples of approximate global symmetries, which
are violated by Planck-suppressed terms in the low-energy
effective action. It would be very interesting to establish
some sort of lower bound on the coefficients of these terms.
Similarly, our arguments give no upper bound on the mass
of the charged objects required by conjecture (ii): some
versions of the “weak gravity conjecture” of Ref. [36] give
such a bound, but so far no single version has been
convincingly argued for. Such bounds would be very useful
for phenomenology, see, e.g., Ref. [37], and we view the
application of AdS=CFT as a tool for establishing them to
be a promising avenue for future study. Finally, it clearly is
desirable to free ourselves from AdS=CFT and establish
conjectures (i)–(iii) for holographic theories on general
backgrounds, but this will most likely require a deeper
understanding of nonperturbative quantum gravity than is
presently available.
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